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Build-up / contents:
 Systems thinking / perspective;
 Persistent environmental problem sets (interrelations), (eco-)









socio-technical systems (E-STSs),
changes/developments/evolutions vs. system transformation
(co-evolutions, new configurations);
Network perspective: collaboration (ànd other types of
(network) interactions …), political-organisational (actor (type))
perspectives (‘agency’), and ‘exploration’ vs. ‘exploitation’;
The policy (government) perspective vs. multi-actor governance
(MAG);
Additional (network) roles of policy (intervention) actors;
Rules of thumb, principles and criteria for adequate policy
interventions;
Conclusions, and used references;
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Systems thinking / perspective (1):
 A system = ‘a set of interacting parts or interdependent

components forming an integrated whole or a set of
elements and relationships … different from … other
elements or sets’;
 Characteristics: structure, behaviour, interconnectivity,
and may be decomposed via sub-systems and -processes;
 Systems thinking = ‘the process of understanding how
things influence one another within a whole’, ‘an approach
to problem solving, by viewing ‘problems’ as parts of an
overall system, rather than reacting to specific parts,
outcomes or events’, and ‘a set of habits or practices …
based on the belief that the component parts can best be
understood in the context of relationships with each other
and with other systems ...’, ‘focuses on cyclical rather than
linear cause and effects’;
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Systems thinking / perspective (2):
 System dynamics = ‘an approach to understanding the

behaviour of complex systems over time’; ‘deals with
internal feedback loops and time delays that affect the
behaviour of the entire system’;
 Persistent environmental problem sets (& their
interrelations) (cf. (eco-)societal challenges) …;
 … in a meta-context of megatrends: these are presently
already visible, long lasting change processes with a very
broad scope and a pervasive impact. They are seen as
powerful factors that shape future society and fundamental
developments therein (cf. ‘landscape’ developments
affecting ‘regimes’). Megatrends differ from other trends in
terms of time horizon (slow changes over multiple
decades), scope (including STEEP dimensions /
framework), and intensity of their impacts (EEA, 2010);
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(Eco-)socio-technical systems (E-STSs):
 What are they ?
 What happens in them ? (Geels & Schot (2007))
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Changes/developments/evolutions
(CDEs) vs. system transformation:
 Occurrence of CDEs in domains, ‘poles’, ‘niches’, ‘niche-

regimes’ and ‘regimes’, organisations, departments, etc. (yet:
‘flows’ ànd ‘stocks’, ‘exploration’ vs. ‘exploitation’, ‘core
business’, own ‘rules and ways of functioning’, time lags, etc.);
 Yet, ‘∑’ CDEs doesn’t (necessarily) equal system
transformation (‘∑’ ‘system innovations’)
 what is critical ? co-evolutions (co-creation,
synchronisation, modulation, …) and configurations that
‘add up to’ fundamentally, qualitatively altering (E-)STSs (in)to
a new dynamic equilibrium – taking into account all heuristic
(MLP) and organisational levels, scopes, scales and
‘timeliness’ – within ecological (and soci(et)al and
economic) system limits;
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Network perspective / perspectives on networks
(1):
 Innovation -, policy -, social -, value chain -, power -;
 Collaboration, ànd other types of interaction: competition,

compromise, accommodation & avoidance;
 Political-organisational (actor (type)) perspectives:
motivations, objectives, positions, interests, roles, and trust,
relative power
 ‘agency’ (‘room to manoeuvre’);
 ‘Exploration’ vs. ‘exploitation’ (network learning);
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Network perspective / perspectives on networks (2):
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The policy (government) perspective:
 ‘Policy (community)-centric’ <--> only 1 of the (E-)STS-‘poles’ - -

> networks;
 Policy ‘lines’ or cycles: from (strategic) preparation,
development, over implementation (policy mixes), onto
evaluation (and then again …);
 Sectoral policy / policy domains  1 of which = environmental
policy … (transversal ?);
 … based on an efficiency approach and focus on quality
standards (e.g. efficiency, transparence, accountability) and
procedures …;
 … making use of regulation/legislation (‘hierarchy’), and
economic (‘market’) and voluntary policy instruments;
 … yet, environmental (policy) problem sets transcend separated
policy domains, levels/scales and their timelines;
 what about systems- and network-based policy making,
instruments and evaluation that focus on collective (E-)
STS and network processes and mutual engagement ?
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Multi-actor governance (MAG) through
networks:
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Additional (network) roles of policy actors:
 (Regulator/punisher/referee);

 (Investor/subsidiser);
 (Contractant: convenants, agreements, …);
 (Supplier of public services: via agencies and partnerships);

 Changing relations between government - market,
between governments (levels), government - civil society,
and between government administrations - politic(ian)s;
Knowledge/capacity
 Designer/initiator of networks;
building and
 Facilitator/stimulator of networks;
interactive
policy/social
 Actor/participant/expert in networks;
learning, possibly
 Director/manager of networks;
through (policy)
experiments,
 Policy entrepreneurs, change agents;
projects &
programmes
 Boundary scanners/spanners;
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Additional (network) instruments of policy (intervention)
actors:
 Facilitating / supportive instruments with government at a

distance;
 Framework regulation, with flexible interpretation;
 ‘Contracts’: convenants, agreements, PPPs;
 (Policy) (meta-)network coordination mechanisms:
 Connect (new connections);
 Platform for engaged partners;

 Sense-giving and -making, and collective (E-STS and

network) learning;
 ‘Loose couplings’ between formal (power) networks, ‘chance’
(learning) networks, and shadow (informal) networks;
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Rules of thumb, principles and criteria for
adequate policy interventions:
 Consistency in strategic (environmental) policy principles,

fore- and backcasting, yet reflexivity and responsiveness
(flexibility) in policy implementation and evaluation (cf.
policy objectives and options);
 Accommodation of ‘emergence’, ‘self-organisation’,
uncertainty (types), and dynamic system patterns;
 Configurational, systemic understanding of context,
causality/drivers, feedback loops, and of policy
interventions, impacts and attribution;
 Adequate relationship between policy exploration /
experimentation and policy exploitation/application;
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Conclusions:
 Systems perspective  environmental problem sets & megatrends 

(E-)STS transformation through co-evolutions into new configurations
 systems-based network perspective on policy making (evaluation);
 Additional (network) roles of policy actors: network designer/initiator,
facilitator/stimulator, actor/participant/expert, director/manager,
policy entrepreneur/change agent, boundary scanner/spanner;
 Additional (network) instruments of policy (intervention) actors:
framework regulation, (meta-)network coordination mechanisms;
 Rules of thumb, principles and criteria for adequate policy
interventions:
 Consistency in guiding (environmental) policy philosophy, approach and

principles (cf. fore- and backcasting);
 Accommodation;
 Configurational, systemic understanding;
 Adequate dynamic relationship between policy exploration and
exploitation;
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Thank you for your attention & feedback !
Igor Struyf
i.struyf@vmm.be
be.linkedin.com/pub/igor-struyf/47/b48/998/
VMM: www.milieurapport.be/en/publicaties/
Megatrends project:
www.shiftn.com/projects/detail/global_megatrends_a
nd_their_impact_on_flemish_environment
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